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Paint, quicken and hundreds of other programs were similar. And then again Similar features that are not We demanded alternative options. Feedback from Westrom SoftwareThank to take the time to review the service program. We're glad to hear this Let's reference and cross reference. It's hard to install if you have a
number of customers. Keep in mind. I found that because we we That's my frustrated I hate computers in the mood. I'm just really happy with software, performance, and customer service. Lots of videos for training on any time schedule I choose! (I use this for the new employee And it's priceless)! Conswell, don't like
that I've got to watch a whole teaching video to try and respond very quickly. (So I want a better search method for videos to accelerate finding answers). Also I don't have any luck with the help of online technology, but sending an email to support customers and the phone they call back works well.. । For me. Feedback
from Westrom SoftwareThank for you your kind words and feedback. Your 100% customer satisfaction is our goal. Your suggestion for searching for online help manuals has recently been upgraded with over 100 videos placed in 22 categories to help quickly find the correct answer. Use the search box when it's easy.
Reminders, your annual software support provides ongoing upgrades, technical support and ongoing daily training in Open Forum 2x live with the trainer! Always welcome to send us your feedback and suggestions on how to improve the software or services we offer. We will do best to ensure that you are fully satisfied
with our software and customer service. Service.
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